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Blood viscosity of COVID-19 patient: a preliminary report
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Abstract: COVID-19 is the important global problem. This new coronavirus can cause several hematological changes. Thrombosis is a problem might occur in COVID-19. In COVID-19, thrombosis might be the result of endothelial
dysfunction, platelet activation, increasd blood viscosity, and blood flow disturbance. The change of blood viscosity
in the patients with COVID-19 is possible but little mentioned. Here, the authors report on a preliminary data on
blood viscosity assessment among 41 COVID-19 patients. According to the estimation, the estimated blood viscosity
values are 72.4 ± 18.6 and 18.2 ± 2.2 for high and low shear rates. Based on this preliminary report, the increased
blood viscosity is detected in COVID-19 patient and it might be associated with thrombohemostatic problem.
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Introduction
COVID-19 is the important global problem. This
infection is caused by SARS CoV2 virus. The
infection results in acute febrile illness and
severe infection might result in death [1, 2].
Apart from respiratory problem, the patient can
manifest non-respiratory problem [3]. This new
coronavirus can cause several hematological
changes. Thrombosis is a problem that might
occur in COVID-19 [4]. In COVID-19, thrombosis
might be the result of endothelial dysfunction,
platelet activation, hyperviscosity, and blood
flow aberration [4].
The abnormal blood viscosity is observable in
many viral infections such as viral hepatitis and
influenza [5, 6]. The problems might be due to
the pathology of hematological system or liver
due to the infection. The change of blood viscosity in the patients with COVID-19 is possible
but little mentioned. The COVID-19 patient
might have hyperviscosiy [7]. The thrombosis
might occur in either venous or article vascular
system [8]. In the patient with hyperviscosity
problem, plasma exchange therapy is indicated
[7]. Regarding the pathogenesis, the change of
endothelial cell, blood cell and plasma protein
in COVID-19 are proposed as possible underlying mechanisms for rheological disorders [8, 9].
The thrombophilia resulted from cytokine surge induced inflammation in COVID-19 is also

observed for relationship with hyperviscosity
and thrombosis [9]. Although there are some
previous relevant published studies, there has
never been any report showing the exacted
blood viscosity value among COVID-19 patients. Here, the authors report on a preliminary
data on blood viscosity assessment among 41
COVID-19 patients.
Materials and methods
Here, the authors present observation on 41
patients with COVID-19 (37 females and 4
males, age between 7 and 74 years). This is
a retrospective study on available primary
data of the patients. The real-time polymerase
chain reaction molecular diagnosis was used
for confirmation of infection in all cases. All
patients had complete recovery from the illness. For blood viscosity assessment, the
standard calculation technique proposed by
Duyuler et al. is used [6]. Briefly, the two basic
primary laboratory parameters, total protein
(TP) and hematocrit (HCT) were included for
calculation by mathematical modelling technique. The two included parameters are the
main factors affecting blood viscosity and it
was previously used in mathematical formula
development for estimation of the blood viscosity [10]. Any dataset that are not complete
were excluded. The calculation was performed
based on both high (208/s) and low (0.5/s)
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Figure 1. Estimated blood viscosity value in COVID-19.

shear rate conditions, that might occur during
blood flow physiological condition [10]. The referenced formula for calculation in both high
(208/s) and low (0.5/s) shear rate conditions
are “(0.12 × HCT) + 0.17 (TP - 2.07)” and “(1.89
× HCT) + 3.76 (TP - 78.42)”, respectively [10].
Regarding the formula, HCT is hematocrit in %,
TP is total protein concentration in g/L, and the
outcome is the whole blood viscosity in centipoise (cP) [10].
The statistical parameters in calculation are
mean and standard deviation. The protocol of
this work was approved by local ethical committee (No. SMA1-24/2020). All primary laboratory
data are from general medical care of the
patients and according to local ethical practice
guidelines. This work is a retrospective study
and it is a mathematical modeling study that
does not deal with human or animal subjects,
therefore, the informed consent is not applicable.
Results
According to the estimation, the estimated
blood viscosity values are 72.4 ± 18.6 (range
53.8-91) and 18.2 ± 2.2 (range 16-20.4) for
high and low shear rates (Figure 1). This value
is significantly higher than control (56.4 ± 20.9
and 16.9 ± 1.0 for high and low shear rate
conditions, respectively). The blood viscosity in
COVID-19 group is about 1.98-4.86 times more
than control group.
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Elevated concentrations of
acute phase reactants and hypergammaglobulinemia in infection is the cause of blood
viscosity change. The increased blood viscosity in acute
infections might further cause
several clinical problems such
as myocardial infarction (MI),
venous thrombosis, and venous thromboembolism [10,
11]. The thrombohemostatic
disorder is a possible problem
in COVID-19 patients. The mechanism that the virus alter
normal hemostatic physiology
is interesting. In COVID-19, hypoxia, immune reactions, and
hypercoagulability might occur
and this is an underlying for
thrombogenesis process [4]. It
is recommended that combine thrombolytic
and immunosuppressive therapy is necessary
for prevention of COVID-19 related thrombosis
[12]. The blood viscosity change is observed in
some infections. Regarding respiratory virus
infection, the impaired microcirculation and
hemodynamics might occur as a result of increased blood viscosity [13]. This phenomenon
is well demonstrated in influenza [6]. In COVID19, the hyperviscosity is possible [7]. A study
in the COVID-19 patient with hypercoagulation
state show the markedly change of erythrocyte, platelet, serum ferritin, and P-selectin
[14].
Nevertheless, there is no systematic assessment on the blood viscosity value. This report
is the first report showing the exact value of
blood viscosity in COVID-19 patient. The
increased blood viscosity is observed. This
result can confirm the previous reports that
mentioned for the occurrence of clinical problem reflecting hyperviscosity phenomenon in
COVID-19 [7]. In this preliminary report, estimated blood viscosity in COVID-19 patient is
assessed. It might confirm that there is a
change of blood viscosity in COVID-19 patient.
The results in this preliminary study are not
enough to draw the conclusion, and more
details are needed to be contained. Nevertheless, the data from this preliminary report
is useful for further study in thrombohemostatic research in COVID-19. Further studies for
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analyzing clinical association of viscosity on
seveverity and mortality of COVID-19 are
recommended.
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